
 

 

 

 Team Fear: Questions 
 

1.  Who/what are is “the Company?” 

2. What do they want? (A: us dead?) 

3. What about the other teams? 

a. Are they experiencing the same threats? Side 

effects? Where are they? Were they 

discharged? Killed?  

4. Who     funded the program? (follow the $$) 

a. TF2: Who is behind the experiments? 

5. Who wants Team Fear gone and why?  
(A: long damn list) 

6. Medical personnel and researchers were involved. 

Who are they? Who did the R&D? Where are 

they? (are they close to El Paso??) 

TF2  à started w/ Debi at University lab 

7. How long does the fearlessness last? What about 

paranoia? Anger? 
ADDED: What is in the pills they gave us? TF2: 



 

 

What did they pump through our veins to make 
us fearless? (see next page) Is it reversible? Are 
we unstable? 

8.  What triggers the episodes like the one Ryder 

experienced? TF2: What did they dose Ryder, 

Gault, and Madigan with? Is the formula 

different than the original? Why? How? Too 
damn many questions, light on answers. 

9. What are the odds that all 12 men onTeamEcho 

went psycho unless they were pushed, selected, 

or damaged that way? 

10. What do we (Team Fear) have in 

common? 

Craft’s Answer: loyalty: “I’d die for you 

fuckers.” 

Lauren’s Answer: Military trinity: God, 

country, family. 

Fowler’s long-assed answer: Dedication to the 

mission. Core beliefs. 



 

 

Q: If we were all chosen for our 
patriotism, is it possible that members of 
Team Echo were all chosen for their 
moral flexibility? And, to extrapolate, 
does that mean each team (Alpha-Bravo-
Charlie-Delta-Echo-Fear) were selected 
for different desirable attributes? 
 
Meeting @ The Manor:  
1. Did I see captain Johnson on the 

university campus? If so, too damn 
much of a coincidence. 
a. Where the hell is johnson? 
b. There has to be a link between the 

program (Company?) and the 
university.  
Proven through Debi/Barry 

c. Is the university where the fearless 
experiments started? Yes 

d. If El Paso is where the quacks 
started, that explains why they 



 

 

moved the teams to Ft. Bliss. 
i. Research lab à grants à paper 

trail ($$) need inside help 
2. What is The Manor? 

a. Who owns it? Fowler & his mother 
b. Is it safe for the women? As safe as 

we can make it. Have surveillance 
equipment, security, hidden… 

c. Offense / defense? We can’t hideout 
forever. 

d.  How do we get women out if all hell 
breaks loose? EXIT STRATEGY:  
Tunnels à 2 vehicles on opposite 
end of tunnel for escape/evasion 

3. We need a file on all members of Team 
Echo. They’re not working alone. Who 
helps?            DOD?         Funding?? 

4. Other teams: Stills knows Delta 3 
a. Car accidents 

Did ECHO cause Lauren’s accident? 
b. Drunk drivers 



 

 

c.      Heart attack (WTF?) 
d. PULL medical records (Craft) 

5. Security (existing) 
a. Perimeter guards, video surveillance, 

keypad locks, alerts go to 
Fowler/Janet. 

6. Assignments:   
a. Craft (INTEL) find Cpt. Johnson 

i. All service and med. Records 
ii. Who funded? 

iii. Relay science to Rose/Debi 
b. Stills: personnel:  

i. Other teams? Any allies? 
ii. Dossiers, pictures, locations. 

iii. Anyone have better intel? 
iv. Echo’s strengths/weaknesses 

c. Rose: follow the drugs/science 
d. Fowler security 
e. Ryder: big picture, ltimeline 

IS DEBI THE EVIL WE’RE LOOKING FOR? 



 

 

Post explosion debrief: 
More fucking questions:  

1. Join ECHO or die? Fuck that. 
2. ECHO chosen for predisposition for crazy. 

Great.  
3. FEAR chosen for loyalty/patriotism. 

Other teams? 
4. Allyson has syringe used on me.  

(OPSEC fail) 
a. NMR machine next week à answers 

Lab toast. What’s plan B? 
5. re: what we know about the protocol, drugs, 

accelerant, etc. 
a. Debi originated DV1028 

Makes her a target. 
b. Little green pills (Barry’s version):  

  



 

 

c. DV1028 + (possibly) steroids + (possibly) 
amphetamines (see betting book) à> is 
ECHO constantly on a version of the 
protocol w/ amphetamines. 

d. Trigger version: (from the water bottle 
given to Ryder at the University): 
DV1028+steroids+amphetamines 
Use BETA BLOCKER to counter/then detox 

e. Steroids/amphetamines are educated guess 
until we get a lab breakdown. Steroids for 
greater risk taking, higher aggression, 
increased strength and performance. 

f. KEY = Barry’s records 
 

 
 
 
 


